Crooked Creek - 2

1st Solo:
- C–7(b6)
- Bb6
- Ab7
- Bsus2/D
- C–7(b6)
- Bb6
- Ab7
- Bsus2/D

C–7(b6)  Bb6  G/B  Bb13  Eb–7(b6)  Db6  Cb7  A#/Bb

C–7(b6)  Bb6  Ab7  Bsus2/D  C–7(b6)  Bb6  Ab7  Bsus2/D

C–7(b6)  Bb6  G/B  Bb–7  Ab7  G–7(b6)  Gb13  F–7

BΔ13  DbΔ13  Eb7  BΔ7  EΔ7  Bb–11

2nd Solo:
- Eb–7
- Bb–7
- Eb–7
- Bb–7
- Eb–7
- Bb–7
- B–7
- C#/7

horn backgrounds, on cue

Last x
- AΔ13

V.S.
Open repeat, group solo, add melody on cue

start soft, build each repeat

Last x

\textbf{Molto Rall.}